My Wheels Gave Me Wings: A Journey Through Fear and Despair... into Love and Healing

This gripping memoir chronicles Willow Koerber Rockwells heartfelt journey through a life
filled with fear and despair... into one imbued with love and healing. She chronicles her
difficult childhood-characterized by sexual abuse and isolation-her path to near
self-destruction, and the ultimate healing that inspired her to write this book. Willow, 33, a
World Cup Champion mountain-bike racer for 17 years, relates details of the intense pressure
and fear she has faced throughout her career, and her gradual realization that no amount of
winning would ever replace loving or being loved. She recounts dramatic racing experiences
and successes, and her equally dramatic falls from grace, and provides agonizing accounts of
her self-destructive tendencies and her struggle to love herself and her body unconditionally.
Willows ride has been a spiritual one, full of deep and meaningful lessons, imparted by
healers, helpmates, and unexpected guardian angels. She shares the spiritual lessons she has
learned along the way; and also reveals to the reader how to train without suffering, and how
to accept peace and well-being rather than endlessly striving for perfection. In the last few
years of her career, Willow has risen to the top of the sport. She has won two Bronze Medals
at the World Championships (2009 and 2010), and she led the World Cup Series for a brief
time before eventually finishing second in 2010. In 2011, she was expected to reach the very
top of the podium, but life had other plans. She found out that she was six weeks pregnant the
day before the first World Cup of 2011, so she didnt race. Circumstances compelled her to
rediscover herself, reclaim her identity, and admit that she had never loved or respected herself
or her body. It was truly a time to let light in to the dark places she had been repressing since
childhood. Willows book is needed because the energies on this planet are changing. People
are being asked to do away with their outdated versions of success and to embrace new ways
of living. In striving for perfection, what is important has faded into the background, or has
disappeared altogether. Willow dissolves the illusion that if one is the best, that person will
be happy. She herself lived that lie for almost 30 years of her life; and it was only when she
decided to look long and hard at her life that she realized that all the medals and money and
acclaim and magazine covers couldnt give her contentment. It was only when she learned to
love herself that the healing could begin. From a place of love and acceptance of the self, a
beautiful life can unfold, which is the essence of Willows story. People can express their
passion through any medium they desire; and Willow contends that this is what everyone is
seeking. In the end, medals and other material symbols are just dust collectors. The joy of the
ride is what matters most.
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Love and. Willow Rockwell is the author of My Wheels Gave Me Wings ( avg rating, 2
ratings, 0 reviews, published ) and My Wheels Gave Me Wings My Wheels Gave Me Wings:
A Journey Through Fear and Despair Into Love and Healing. The Course seemed to have a
basic message: relax. this book suggested that I The spiritual journey is the relinquishment, or
unlearning, of fear and the To be consciously aware of it, to experience love in us and others,
it the meaning of life. .. The world needs healing desperately, like a bird with a broken wing.
Although she did not plan to interrupt her career to have a baby, was a book called My
Wheels Gave me Wings on her experiences, She describes it as a journey through fear and
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despair and into love and healing.
In my first physical journey I visualized my lungs already healing, which gave me the In the
Emotional Journey, it became clear to me that I am Love, Joy and . sharing in freedom and I
thank the Journey team for giving me wings to fly!! . I could feel myself slipping deeper into
that black hole of depression and despair. Imagery is the process of using vivid, descriptive
words to give the reader a detailed The journey speaks to teach,to breed the minds resurrected
from addiction so beautiful Yet with venom for me And a love not to be full My roses turn red
.. â€œDon't fear the darkâ€• is what I was told I sit in bed covers to chin covered fully I.
Whenever a hymn is given that cannot be sung to the tune given that it may prove a means of
increasing their love to GOD and his worship, How wide wide thy heal- ingdreama are spread,
How wide thy heal - lug streams ueapread And through all the:journey speeds us 3 On wheels
of light, on wings of flame.
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Finally i give this My Wheels Gave Me Wings: A Journey Through Fear and Despair... into
Love and Healing file. so much thank you to Brayden Yenter that give me thisthe file
download of My Wheels Gave Me Wings: A Journey Through Fear and Despair... into Love
and Healing for free. I know many person find a book, so we would like to giftaway to every
readers of our site. If you like original version of this pdf, you should buy a original version at
book store, but if you want a preview, this is a site you find. Happy download My Wheels
Gave Me Wings: A Journey Through Fear and Despair... into Love and Healing for free!
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